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Abstract
Runtime property checking (as implemented in tools like Purify or
Valgrind) checks whether a program execution satisfies a property.
Active property checkingextends runtime checking by checking
whether the property is satisfied byall program executions that fol-
low the same program path. This check is performed on a symbolic
execution of the given program path using a constraint solver. If the
check fails, the constraint solver generates an alternative program
input triggering a new program execution that follows the same pro-
gram path but exhibits a property violation. Combined with system-
atic dynamic test generation, which attempts to exercise all feasible
paths in a program, active property checking defines a new form of
dynamic software model checking (program verification). In this
paper, we formalize and study active property checking. We show
how static and dynamic type checking can be extended with active
type checking. Then, we discuss how to implement active property
checking efficiently. Finally, we discuss results of experiments with
large shipped Windows applications, where active property check-
ing was able to detect several new security-related bugs.

1. Introduction
During the last decade, code inspection for standard programming
errors has largely been automated with static code analysis. Com-
mercial static program analysis tools (e.g., [6, 18, 12, 24, 30]) are
now routinely used in many software development organizations.
These tools are popular because they find many (real) software
bugs, thanks to three main ingredients: they areautomatic, they are
scalable, and they checkmany properties. Intuitively, any tool that
is able to check automatically (with good enough precision) mil-
lions of lines of code against hundreds of coding rules and proper-
ties is bound to find on average, say, one bug every thousand lines
of code.

Our research goal is to automate, as much as possible, an even
more expensive part of the software development process, namely
software testing, which usually accounts for about 50% of the R&D
budget of software development organizations. In particular, we
want to automatetest generationby leveraging recent advances in
program analysis, automated constraint solving, and the increasing
computation power available on modern computers. To replicate
the success of static program analysis in the testing space, we need
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the same key ingredients: automation, scalability and the ability to
check many properties.

Automating test generation from program analysis is an old
idea [23, 27], and work in this area can roughly be partitioned
into two groups: static versus dynamic test geneneration.Static test
generation[23, 3, 33, 10] consists of analyzing a program stati-
cally to attempt to compute input values to drive its executions
along specific program paths. In contrast,dynamic test genera-
tion [25, 14, 7, 15] consists in executing the program, typically
starting with some random inputs, while simultaneously perform-
ing a symbolic execution to collect symbolic constraints on inputs
obtained from predicates in branch statements along the execution,
and then using a constraint solver to infer variants of the previous
inputs in order to steer program executions along alternative pro-
gram paths. Since dynamic test generation extends static test gen-
eration with additional runtime information, it can be more pow-
erful [14]. Scalability in this context has been recently addressed
in [13, 15]. The motivation of the present work is to address the
third challenge, which has been largely unexplored so far: how
to dynamically check many properties simultaneously, thoroughly
and efficiently, in order to maximize the chances of finding bugs
during an automated testing session?

Traditional runtime checking tools like Purify [20], Valgrind [29]
and AppVerifier [8] check asingleprogram execution against a set
of properties (such as the absence of buffer overflows, uninitial-
ized variables or memory leaks). We show in this paper how such
traditional passiveruntime property checkers can be extended to
actively search for property violations. Consider the simple pro-
gram:

int divide(int n,int d) { // n and d are inputs
return (n/d); // division-by-zero error if d==0

}

The programdivide takes two integersn andd as inputs and com-
putes their division. If the denominatord is zero, an error occurs.
To catch this error, a traditional runtime checker for division-by-
zero would simply check whether the concrete value ofd satisfies
(d==0) just before the division is performed in that specific exe-
cution, but would not provide any insight or guarantee concerning
other executions. Testing this program with random values forn
andd is unlikely to detect the error, asd has only one chance out
of 232 to be zero ifd is a 32-bit integer. Static and dynamic test
generation techniques that attempt to cover specific or all feasible
paths in a program will also likely miss the error since this program
has a single program path which is covered no matter what inputs
are used. However, the latter techniques could be helpful provided
that a testif (d==0) error() was inserted before the division
(n/d): they could then attempt to generate an input value ford
that satisfies the constraint(d==0), now present in the program
path, and detect the error. This is essentially whatactive property
checkingdoes: it injectsat runtimeadditional symbolic constraints



on inputs that, when solvable by a constraint solver, will generate
new test inputs leading to property violations.

In other words,active property checkingextends runtime check-
ing by checking whether the property is satisfied byall program
executions that follow the same program path. This check is per-
formed on a dynamic symbolic execution of the given program path
using a constraint solver. If the check fails, the constraint solver
generates an alternative program input triggering a new program
execution that follows the same program path but exhibits a prop-
erty violation. We call this “active” checking because a constraint
solver is used to “actively” look for inputs that cause a runtime
check to fail. Combined with systematic dynamic test generation,
which attempts to exercise all feasible paths in a program, active
property checking defines a new form of program verification.

Checking properties at runtime on a dynamic symbolic execu-
tion of the program was suggested in [26], but may return false
alarms whenever symbolic execution is imprecise, which is often
the case in practice. Active property checking extends the idea
of [26] by combining it with constraint solving and test generation
in order to further check using a new test input whether the prop-
erty is actually violated as predicted by the prior imperfect sym-
bolic execution. This way, no false alarms are ever reported. Active
property checking can also be viewed as systematically injecting
assertions all over the program under test, and then using dynamic
test generation to check for violations of those assertions. Related
ideas are mentioned informally in [7, 22] but not explored in detail.

Our work makes several contributions:

• We formalize active property checking semantically in Sec-
tion 3 and show how it provides a new form of program verifi-
cation when combined with systematic dynamic test generation
(recalled in Section 2).

• Section 4 presents atype systemthat combines static, dynamic
and active checking for a simple imperative language. This clar-
ifies the connection, difference and complementarity between
active type checkingand traditional static and dynamic type
checking.

• Section 5 discusses how to implement active checking effi-
ciently by minimizing the number of calls to the constraint
solver, minimizing formula sizes and using two constraint
caching schemes.

• Section 6 describes our implementation of active property
checking in SAGE [15], a recent tool for security testing of
file-reading Windows applications that performs systematic dy-
namic test generation of x86 binaries. Results of experiments
with large shipped Windows applications are discussed in Sec-
tion 7. Active property checking was able to detect several new
bugs in those applications.

2. Systematic Dynamic Test Generation
Dynamic test generation (see [14] for further details) consists of
running the programP under test both concretely, executing the
actual program, and symbolically, calculating constraints on values
stored in program variablesx and expressed in terms of input pa-
rametersα. Side-by-side concrete and symbolic executions are per-
formed using a concrete store∆ and a symbolic storeΣ, which are
mappings from program variables to concrete and symbolic values
respectively. A symbolic value is any expressionsv in some the-
ory T where all free variables are exclusively input parametersα.
For any variablex, ∆(x) denotes theconcrete valueof x in ∆,
while Σ(x) denotes thesymbolic valueof x in Σ. The judgment
∆ ⊢ e → v means that that an expressione reduces to a concrete
valuev, and similarlyΣ ⊢ e → sv means thate reduces to a sym-
bolic valuesv. For notational convenience, we assume thatΣ(x)

X-A SN

∆ ⊢ e → v
∆′ = ∆(x 7→ v) Σ ⊢ e → sv Σ′ = Σ(x 7→ sv)

〈x := e; C, ∆, Σ, pc〉 → 〈C, ∆′, Σ′, pc〉

X-I F1
∆ ⊢ e → true Σ ⊢ e → sv pc′ = pc ∧ sv

〈if e then C else C′, ∆, Σ, pc〉 → 〈C, ∆, Σ, pc′〉

X-I F2
∆ ⊢ e → false Σ ⊢ e → sv pc′ = pc ∧ ¬sv

〈if e then C else C′, ∆, Σ, pc〉 → 〈C′, ∆, Σ, pc′〉

Figure 1. Side-by-side (concrete and symbolic) evaluation.

is always defined and is simply∆(x) by default if no expression
in terms of inputs is associated withx. The notation∆(x 7→ c)
denotes updating the mapping∆ so thatx maps toc.

The programP manipulates the memory (concrete and sym-
bolic stores) through statements, orcommands, that are abstractions
of the machine instructions actually executed. A command can be
an assignmentof the form x := e (wherex is a program vari-
able ande is an expression), aconditional statementof the form
if e then C else C′ wheree denotes a boolean expression,
andC andC′ arecontinuationsdenoting the unique next statement
to be evaluated (programs considered here are thus sequential and
deterministic), orstop corresponding to a program error or normal
termination.

Given an input vector~α assigning a value to every input pa-
rameterα, the evaluation of a program defines a unique finitepro-

gram executions0

C1→ s1 . . .
Cn→ sn that executes the finite se-

quenceC1 . . . Cn of commands and goes through the finite se-
quences1 . . . sn of program states. Each program state is a tuple
〈C, ∆, Σ, pc〉 whereC is the next command to be evaluated, and
pc is a special meta-variable that represents the currentpath con-
straint. For a finite sequencew of statements (i.e., a control path
w), a path constraintpcw is a formula of theoryT that character-
izes the input assignments for which the program executes along
w. To simplify the presentation, we assume that all the program
variables have some default initial concrete value in the initial con-
crete store∆0, and that the initial symbolic storeΣ0 identifies the
program variablesv whose values are program inputs (for all those,
we haveΣ0(v) = α whereα is some input parameter). Initially,pc
is defined totrue.

The main rules for side-by-side execution are shown in Figure 1.
The X-ASN rule shows how both the concrete store and symbolic
store are updated after an assignment. The rules X-IF1 and X-IF2
show how the path constraintpc is updated after each conditional
statement. First the boolean expressione is evaluated to determine
if its concrete value istrue or false and its symbolic value
sv. Next, depending on the result, a new conjunctsv or ¬sv is
added to the current path constraintpc. For simplicity, we assume
that all program executions eventually terminate by executing the
commandstop.

Systematic dynamic test generation [14] consists of systemati-
cally exploring all feasible program paths of the program under test
by using path constraints and a constraint solver. By construction,
a path constraint represents conditions on inputs that need be satis-
fied for the current program path to be executed. Given a program
state〈C, ∆, Σ, pc〉 and a constraint solver for theoryT , if C is
a conditional statement of the formif e then C else C′, any
satisfying assignment to the formulapc∧sv (respectivelypc∧¬sv)
defines program inputs that will lead the program to execute the
then (resp.else) branch of the conditional statement. By system-
atically repeating this process, such adirected searchcan enumer-
ate all possible path constraints and eventually execute all feasible
program paths.



1 int buggy(int x) { // x is an input
2 int buf[20];
3 buf[30]=0; // buffer overflow independent of x
4 if (x > 20)
5 return 0;
6 else
7 return buf[x]; // buffer overflow if x==20
8 }

Figure 2. Example of program with buffer overflows.

The search is exhaustive provided that the generation of the path
constraint (including the underlying symbolic execution) and the
constraint solver for the given theoryT are bothsound and com-
plete, that is, for all program pathsw, the constraint solver returns
a satisfying assignment for the path constraintpcw if and only if
the path is feasible (i.e., there exists some input assignment lead-
ing to its execution). In this case, in addition to finding errors such
as the reachability of bad program statements (likeassert(0)), a
directed search can also prove their absence, and therefore obtain a
form of programverification.

Theorem 1. (adapted from [14]) Given a programP as defined
above, a directed search using a path constraint generation and a
constraint solver that are both sound and complete exercises all
feasible program paths exactly once.

In this case, if a program statement has not been executed when
the search is over, this statement is not executable in any context.

In practice, path constraint generation and constraint solving
are usually not sound and complete. When a program expression
cannot be expressed in the given theoryT decided by the con-
straint solver, it can be simplified using concrete values of sub-
expressions, or replaced by the concrete value of the entire expres-
sion. For example, if the solver handles only linear arithmetic, sym-
bolic sub-expressions involving multiplications can be replaced by
their concrete values.

3. Active Checkers
Even when sound and complete, a directed search based on path
exploration alone can miss errors that are not path invariants, i.e.,
that are not violated byall concrete executions executing the same
program path, or errors that are not caught by the program’s run-
time environment. This is illustrated by the simple program shown
in Figure 2.

This program takes as (untrusted) input an integer value stored
in variablex. A buffer overflow in line 3 will be detected at run-
time only if a runtime checker monitors buffer accesses. Such a
runtime checker would thus check whether any array access of the
form a[x] satisfies the condition0 ≤ ∆(x) < b where∆(x) is
the concrete value of array indexx andb denotes the bound of the
arraya (b is 20 for the arraybuf in the example of Figure 2). Let us
call such a traditional runtime checker for concrete values apassive
checker.

Moreover, a buffer overflow is also possible in line 7 provided
x==20, yet a directed search focused on path exploration alone
may miss this error. The reason is that the only condition that
will appear in a path constraint for this program isx > 20 and
its negation. Since most input values forx that satisfy¬(x > 20)
do not cause the buffer overflow, the error will likely be undetected
with a directed search as defined in the previous section.

In order to catch the buffer overflow on line 7, the program
should be extended with asymbolictest0 ≤ Σ(x) < b (where
Σ(x) denotes the symbolic value of array indexx) just before
the buffer accessbuf[x] on line 7. This will force the condition

0 ≤ x < 20 to appear in the path constraint of the program in order
to refine the partitioning of its input values. Anactive checkerfor
array bounds can be viewed as systematically adding such symbolic
tests before all array accesses.

Formally, we definepassive checkersand active checkersas
follows.

Definition 1. A passive checkerfor a propertyπ is a function that
takes as input a finite program executionw, and returnsfailπ iff
the propertyπ is violated byw.

Because we assume all program executions terminate, proper-
ties considered here aresafetyproperties. Runtime property check-
ers like Purify [20], Valgrind [29] and AppVerifier [8] are examples
of tools implementing passive checkers.

Definition 2. Letpcw denote the path constraint of a finite program
executionw. An active checker for a propertyπ is a function that
takes as input a finite program executionw, and returns a formula
φC such that the formulapcw ∧ ¬φC is satisfiable iff there exists
a finite program executionw′ violating propertyπ and such that
pcw′ = pcw.

Active checkers can be implemented in various ways, for in-
stance using property monitors/automata, program rewrite rules or
type checking. They can use private memory to record past events
(leading to the current program state), but they are not allowed any
side effect on the program. Sections 4 and 6 discuss detailed ex-
amples ofhowactive checkers can be formally defined and imple-
mented. Here are examples of specifications of active checkers.

Example 1. Division By Zero. Given a program state where the
next statement involves a division by a denominatord which de-
pends on an input (i.e., such thatΣ(d) 6= ∆(d)), an active checker
for division by zero outputs the constraintφDiv = (Σ(d) 6= 0).

Example 2. Array Bounds. Given a program state where the next
statement involves an array accessa[x] wherex depends on an
input (i.e., is such thatΣ(x) 6= ∆(x)), an active checker for array
bounds outputs the constraintφBuf = (0 ≤ Σ(x) < b) whereb
denotes the bound of the arraya.

Example 3. NULL Pointer Dereference. Consider a program ex-
pressed in a language where pointer dereferences are allowed (un-
like our simple languageSimpL). Given a program state where
the next statement involves a pointer dereference*p wherep de-
pends on an input (i.e., such thatΣ(p) 6= ∆(p)), an active checker
for NULL pointer dereference generates the constraintφNULL =
(Σ(p) 6= NULL).

Multiple active checkers can be used simultaneously by simply
considering separately the constraints they inject in a given path
constraint. Such a way, they are guaranteed not to interfere with
each other (since they have no side effects). We will discuss how to
combine active checkers to maximize performance in Section 5.

By applying an active checker for a propertyπ to all feasible
paths of a programP , we can obtain a form ofverificationfor this
property, that is stronger than Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Given a programP as defined above, if a directed
search (1) uses a path constraint generation and constraint solvers
that are both sound and complete,and(2) uses both a passive and
an active checker for a propertyπ in all program paths visited
during the search, then the search reportsfailπ iff there exists
a program input that leads to a finite execution violatingφ.

Proof Sketch: Assume there is an input assignment that leads
to a finite executionw of P violating π. Let pcw be the path con-
straint for the execution pathw. Since path constraint generation
and constraint solving are both sound and complete, we know by



Theorem 1 thatw will eventually be exercised with some concrete
input assignment~α′. If the passive checker forπ returnsfailπ for
the execution ofP obtained from input~α′ (for instance, if~α′ = ~α),
the proof is finished. Otherwise, the active checker forπ will gen-
erate a formulaφC and call the constraint solver with the query
pcw ∧ ¬φC . The existence of~α′ implies that this query is satisfi-
able, and the constraint solver will return a satisfying assignment
from which a new input assignment~α′′ is generated (~α′′ could be
~α itself). By construction, running the passive checker forπ on the
execution obtained from that new input~α′′ will return failπ.

Note that both passive checking and active checking are re-
quired in order to obtain this result, as illustrated earlier with the
example of Figure 2. In practice, however, symbolic execution, path
constraint generation, constraint solving, passive and active prop-
erty checking are typically not sound and complete, and therefore
active property checking reduces to testing.

4. Active Type Checking
Now we describe a framework for specifying checkers that illus-
trates their complementarity with traditional static and dynamic
checking. Our framework is inspired by the “hybrid type checking”
of Flanagan [11], which builds on [2, 1, 21, 32]. Flanagan observes
that type-checking a program statically is undecidable in general,
especially for type systems that permit expressive specifications.
Therefore, we need a way to handle programs for which we cannot
decide statically that the program violates a property, but may in
fact satisfy the property. He then shows how to automatically in-
sert run-time checks for programs in a languageλH in cases where
typing cannot be decided statically.

We show how to extend this idea to active checking with a
simple imperative languageCSimpL and a type system in 4.1 that
supportsinteger refinement types, in which types are defined by
predicates, and subtyping is defined by logical implication between
these predicates. Then, in 4.2, we give a method forcompiling
programs that either statically rejects a program as ill-typed, or
insertscaststo produce a well-typed program. Each cast performs
a run-time membership check for the given type and raises an error
if a run-time value is not of the desired type. The approach here is
similar to Flanagan’sλH system, but for our imperative language.

The key property of our approach is that the run-time check
is apassive checkerin the sense of the previous section: the post-
compilation program computes a function on its own execution that
returnsfailφ if and only if the run-time values violate a cast’s type
membership check. Then, in 4.3 we defineside-by-side symbolic
and concrete evaluationof CSimpL to generate symbolic path con-
ditions from program executions andsymbolic membership checks
from casts. We show that these symbolic membership checks are
active checkerswith respect to the run-time membership checks.
Therefore, a type environment can be thought of as specifying a
property: we first attempt to prove this property holds statically or
reject the program statically. If we cannot decide in some portions
of the program, we insert casts. The inserted casts give rise to pas-
sive and active checkers for this property.

We then give two examples of specifying properties with type
environments in our system, division by zero and integer overflow.
Finally, we show cases when we can combine different type envi-
ronments to simultaneously check different properties.

4.1 Simple Language with CastsCSimpL

We now define the semantics and type system for an imperative lan-
guage with casts,CSimpL. This language will allow us to demon-
strate the idea of active type checking.

A value v is either an integeri or a boolean constantb. An
operando is either a value or a variable referencex. An expression
e is either an operand or an operator applicationop(o1 . . . on)

T-VAR
Γ ⊢ x : Γ(x)

T-BC
Γ ⊢ b : Bool

T-IC
Γ ⊢ i : {x : Int|x == i}

T-OP
Γ ⊢ o1 : S1 . . . Γ ⊢ on : Sn Γ ⊢ op(S1 . . . Sn) : T

Γ ⊢ op(o1 . . . on) : T

T-SUB
Γ ⊢ e : S S <: T

Γ ⊢ e : T

T-IF

Γ′ = Γ ∩ G
Γ′ ⊢ e : Bool Γ′ ⊢ C Γ′ ⊢ C′

Γ ⊢ (G)if e then C else C′

T-ASN

Γ′ = Γ ∩ G
Γ′ ⊢ e : S Γ ⊢ x : U T ∩ S <: U Γ′ ⊢ C

Γ ⊢ (G)x := 〈T 〉e; C
T-STOP

Γ ⊢ stop

Figure 3. Typing.

for some operator nameop and operandso1 . . . on. An operator
denotationõp is a partial function from tuples of values to a value.
A concrete store∆ is a map from variables and operator names to
values and operator denotations respectively.

CSimpL supports integer refinement and boolean types. Type
Bool classifies boolean expressions and boolean valuestrue and
false. Integer refinement types have the form{x : Int|t} for
some boolean expressiont whose only free variable may bex. A
refinement type denotes the set of integers that satisfy the boolean
expression. A refinement typeT is said to be a subtype of a
refinement typeS, written T <: S, if the denotation ofT is a
subset of the denotation ofS.

A valuev is said to have typeT , writtenv ∈ T , either ifv is a
boolean value andT is Bool or if v is an integer in the denotation
of T . Note that this value typing relation is decidable.

A type environmentΓ is a map from variables and operator
names to types and operator signatures respectively. An operator
signature has the formop(S1 . . . Sn) : T whereS1 . . . Sn are the
types of the parameters andT is the type of the result. Acast setG
is a type environment whose domain contains only variables.

We say that a concrete store∆ corresponds to a type environ-
mentΓ, written∆ ∈ Γ if for any variablex, we have∆(x) ∈ Γ(x)
and for any operatorop, we haveΓ(op) = op(S1 . . . Sn) : T and
∆(op) = õp with õp defined on any value tuplev1 . . . vn such that
vi ∈ Si for 0 < i ≤ n and õp(v1 . . . vn) ∈ T . We say that a
concrete store∆ satisfies a cast setG, written ∆ ⊢ G, if for any
variablex in the domain ofG, we have∆(x) ∈ G(x).

Given two refinement typesT = {x : Int|t1} andS = {x :
Int|t2}, the intersection ofT andS, denotedT ∩ S is defined to
be the refinement typeT = {x : Int|t1 ∧ t2}. Assuming that two
type environmentsΓ1 andΓ2 agree on the return types of operators,
Γ1 ∩ Γ2 is defined point-wise.

A program C consists of commands and is defined by the
following grammar:

C, C′ ::= stop
| (G)x := 〈T 〉e; C
| (G)if e then C else C′

Each non-halting command is annotated with a cast set specifying
the type assumptions that must be checked dynamically before the
command is executed. Additionally, the assignment command also
specifies a cast on the right hand side expression.



E-VAR
∆ ⊢ x → ∆(x)

E-OP

∆ ⊢ o1 → v1 . . . ∆ ⊢ on → vn

∆(op) = õp v = õp(v1 . . . vn)

∆ ⊢ op(o1 . . . on) → v

E-IF1
∆ ⊢ G ∆ ⊢ e → true

〈(G)if e then C else C′, ∆〉 → 〈C, ∆〉

E-IF2
∆ ⊢ G ∆ ⊢ e → false

〈(G)if e then C else C′, ∆〉 → 〈C′, ∆〉

E-ASN
∆ ⊢ G ∆ ⊢ e → v v ∈ T ∆′ = ∆(x 7→ v)

〈(G)x := 〈T 〉e; C, ∆〉 → 〈C, ∆′〉

Figure 4. Concrete evaluation.

Figure 3 defines the static semantics ofCSimpL. It is given by
the program typing judgmentΓ ⊢ C, which states that program
C is well-typed in type environmentΓ, and the expression typing
judgmentΓ ⊢ e : T which states that expressione is of type
T i ntype environmentΓ. The T-IF and T-ASN rules describe
how to check a non-halting command. The premises of these rules
are checked in a type environment extended with the assumptions
specified in cast set of the current command. The judgment defined
in Figure 3 is not algorithmic because the subsumption rule T-SUB
is not syntax-directed.

Figure 4 defines the dynamic semantics ofCSimpL. It is
given by the small-step program evaluation judgment〈C, ∆〉 →
〈C′, ∆′〉 and the big-step expression evaluation judgment∆ ⊢
e → v. The evaluation of a command proceeds by first ensuring
that its associated cast set is satisfied by the current environment.
When this succeeds, the command’s subexpressions are evaluated
so that the program can make a small step. For example, the E-ASN
rule describes how the assignment command is executed: after the
cast set is validated, the right hand side expression is evaluated
and the obtained value is checked against the associated typeT . If
this check succeeds, the concrete store is updated and the program
moves on to the next command.

We say a commandC contains a failed castunder∆ either
if the cast set ofC is not satisfied by∆ or if C is of the form
(G)x := 〈T 〉e; C with e evaluating to some valuev such that
v 6∈ T .

Theorem 3. (Type preservation.) Let∆ andΓ be a concrete store
and a type environment such that∆ ∈ Γ. Then the following two
properties hold:

1. If Γ ⊢ e : T and∆ ⊢ e → v, thenΓ ⊢ v : T .
2. If Γ ⊢ C and〈C, ∆〉 → 〈C′, ∆′〉, thenΓ ⊢ C′ and∆′ ∈ Γ.

Theorem 4. (Progress.) Let∆ and Γ be a concrete store and
a type environment such that∆ ∈ Γ. If Γ ⊢ C ,then either
〈C, ∆〉 → 〈C′, ∆′〉, or C contains a failed cast under∆.

4.2 Casts Insertion

The typing relation defined above does not give us an algorithm
for checking whether an arbitrary program is well-typed because
it relies on checking subtyping which is undecidable in general. In
practice, it is common to use a theorem prover that can validate
or invalidate some subtyping assumptions and fail to produce a
definitive answer on others. We model such a theorem prover by
an algorithmic subtyping relation that, given two refinement types
T andS, can either fail to produce an answer, writtenT <:?alg S,
return true, writtenT <:ok

alg S, or return false, writtenT 6<:ok
alg S

such thatT <:ok
alg S andT 6<:ok

alg S imply T <: S andT 6<: S
respectively.

C-VAR1
Γ(x) <:ok

alg S

Γ ⊢ x : S ⇒ ∅

C-VAR2
Γ(x) <:?alg S

Γ ⊢ x : S ⇒ {x : S ∩ Γ(x)}
C-BC

Γ ⊢ b : Bool ⇒ ∅

C-IC
{x : Int|x == i} <:ok

alg S

Γ ⊢ i : S ⇒ ∅

C-OP

Γ ⊢ o1 : S1 ⇒ G′ . . . Γ ⊢ on : Sn ⇒ Gn

Γ ⊢ op(S1 . . . Sn) : T

Γ ⊢ op(o1 . . . on) : T ⇒ ∩iGi

C-IF

Γ′ = Γ ∩ G Γ′ ⊢ e : Bool ⇒ G′

Γ′′ = Γ′ ∩ G′ Γ′′ ⊢ C1 ⇒ C′
1 Γ′′ ⊢ C2 ⇒ C′

2

Γ ⊢ (G)if e then C1 else C2 ⇒
(G ∩ G′)if e then C′

1 else C′
2

C-ASN1

Γ′ = Γ ∩ G Γ ⊢ x : U Γ′ ⊢ e : S ⇒ G′

T ∩ S <:ok
alg U Γ′′ = Γ′ ∩ G′ Γ′′ ⊢ C ⇒ C′

Γ ⊢ 〈(G)x := 〈T 〉e; C〉 ⇒ 〈(G ∩ G′)x := 〈T 〉e; C′〉

C-ASN2

Γ′ = Γ ∩ G Γ ⊢ x : U Γ′ ⊢ e : S ⇒ G′

T ∩ S <:?alg U Γ′′ = Γ′ ∩ G′ Γ′′ ⊢ C ⇒ C′

Γ ⊢ 〈(G)x := 〈T 〉e; C〉 ⇒ 〈(G ∩ G′)x := 〈T ∩ U〉e; C′〉
C-STOP

Γ ⊢ stop ⇒ stop

Figure 5. Compilation.

Figure 5 shows how with the help of such an algorithmic sub-
typing relation, we can define a compilation algorithm that instru-
ments a given program with a sufficient number of casts to make it
verifiably well-typed. The algorithm is comprised of the program
compilation judgmentΓ ⊢ C ⇒ C′, which states that program
C is compiled into programC′ under type environmentΓ, and the
algorithmic expression typing judgmentΓ ⊢ e : T ⇒ G, which
states that expressione has typeT in type environmentΓ provided
that the type assumptions in cast setG are satisfied.

The compilation algorithm is partial: given a type environment
Γ and a programC there may not exist a programC′ such that
Γ ⊢ C ⇒ C′. Such a situation is denoted byΓ ⊢ C ⇒ ⊥.

The following two theorems establish the static properties of the
compilation algorithm.

Theorem 5. (Well-typed compilation.) IfΓ ⊢ C ⇒ C′, then
Γ ⊢ C′.

Theorem 6. (Compilation Rejects Only Ill-Typed Programs.) If
Γ ⊢ C ⇒ ⊥, thenΓ 6⊢ C.

To show that the compiled program and the result of the compila-
tion are equivalent at run-time, we first introduce ak-step evalua-
tion relation. A programC0 and a store∆0 are said to makek steps
producing a programCk and a store∆k, written 〈C0, ∆0〉 →k

〈Ck, ∆k〉, if 〈Ci, ∆i〉 → 〈Ci+1, ∆i+1〉 for 0 ≤ i < k.
The following theorem establishes that the result of the com-

pilation algorithm is equivalent to the original program by stating
that if the latter can makek steps then the former either can make
exactly the samek steps or fail on an inserted cast along the road.

Theorem 7. (Semantic preservation.) IfΓ ⊢ C0 ⇒ C′
0 and

〈C0, ∆〉 →k 〈Ck, ∆k〉, then either〈C′
0, ∆〉 →k 〈C′

k, ∆k〉, or
〈C′

0, ∆〉 →i 〈C′
i, ∆i〉 andC′

i contains a failed cast under∆i for
some0 ≤ i < k.



X-I F1

∆ ⊢ G ∆ ⊢ e → true

Σ ⊢ e → sv Σ ⊢ G ⇒ Φ pc′ = pc ∧ sv

〈(G)if e then C else C′, ∆, Σ, pc〉 →
〈C, ∆, Σ, pc′〉 · Φ

X-I F2

∆ ⊢ G ∆ ⊢ e → false

Σ ⊢ e → sv Σ ⊢ G ⇒ Φ pc′ = pc ∧ ¬sv

〈(G)if e then C else C′, ∆, Σ, pc〉 →
〈C′, ∆, Σ, pc′〉 · Φ

X-A SN

∆ ⊢ G ∆ ⊢ e → v ∆′ = ∆(x 7→ v)
v ∈ T Σ ⊢ e → sv Σ′ = Σ(x 7→ sv)

Σ ⊢ G ⇒ Φ1 Σ ⊢ sv ∈ T ⇒ φ2

〈(G)x := 〈T 〉e; C, ∆, Σ, pc〉 →
〈C, ∆′, Σ′, pc〉 · (Φ1 ∪ {φ2})

Figure 6. Side-by-side evaluation.

4.3 Active Checking via Symbolic Evaluation

Now we show howside-by-side symbolic and concrete evaluation
of a compiled program with casts constructs both path constraints
and active checker constraints.

We first introduce two auxiliary judgments used in the definition
of the side-by-side evaluation judgment. We say that a symbolic
valuesv has typeT provided that a input constraintφ is satisfied,
written sv ∈ T ⇒ φ, if T = {x : Int|t} andt[x := sv] where
t[x := sv] denotes a boolean expression obtained by substituting
sv for x. We call this judgmentsymbolic value typing.

A symbolic storeΣ is said to satisfy a cast setG provided that
an input constraint setΦ is satisfied, writtenΣ ⊢ G ⇒ Φ, if for
any variablex in the domain ofG, we haveΣ(x) ∈ G(x) ⇒ φx

andΦ = ∪x{φx}. We call this judgmentsymbolic cast checking.
Side-by-side evaluation is presented in Figure 6. It is given

by by the single-step side-by-side program evaluation judgment
〈C, ∆, Σ, pc〉 → 〈C′, ∆′, Σ′, pc′〉 · Φ and by the symbolic expres-
sion evaluation judgmentΣ ⊢ e → sv. The former states that
a configuration consisting of a programC, a concrete store∆, a
symbolic storeΣ, and a path conditionpc symbolically evaluates
to a configuration〈C′, ∆′, Σ′, pc′〉 producing a set of input con-
straintsΦ. The intuition behindΦ is that if any constraintφ ∈ Φ
is invalidated by some input then this input will cause the program
to fail on a cast. The symbolic evaluation judgment defines how an
expressione evaluates to a symbolic valuesv in a symbolic store
Σ. The rules defining this judgment are simple, and we omit them
for space considerations.

The side-by-side program evaluation rules are defined in terms
of the concrete evaluation judgments discussed in Section 4.1. The
concrete evaluation rules can be recovered by removing all the
symbolic artifacts from the side-by-side rules. The rule X-IF1 and
X-I F2 are similar to the corresponding rules described in Section 2.
The key difference here is that we use the cast checking judgment
Σ ⊢ G ⇒ Φ which is a set of symbolic values which abstract the
concrete type membership checks performed to satisfyG.

The path constraints and the cast checking constraints generated
by side-by-side evaluation can be used to compute concrete inputs
which drive the program to a failed cast. We writeΣ ◦ ~α → ∆ to
represent substituting input parameters by values and then reducing
each entry ofΣ to obtain a concrete store. We will write~α(φ) → v
to mean substituting values for variables inφ and reducing to a
value. For a concrete store∆, we write∆ ≺ Σ if there exists an~α
that reducesΣ to ∆.

We can now prove that a checker constraint generated at a
program point is an active checker for the property of failing a run-

notzero : {x : Int|x 6= 0}
div : op(int, notzero) : int

d̃iv(n1, n2) = n1/n2

Figure 7. Type and implementation for the division operator.

time type membership check. That is, if we take a path constraint
pc and a constraintφ ∈ Φ, thenpc ∧ ¬φ is satisfiable if and only
if there is some execution along the same path that causes a run-
time check to fail. The main idea is that this should hold becauseφ
is an abstraction of the run-time membership check. We state this
formally as follows.

Theorem 8. (Soundness and Completeness of Active Type Check-
ing.) Let ∆0 and Σ0 be concrete and symbolic stores such that
∆0 ≺ Σ0, and letΓ be a type environment such that∆0 ∈ Γ. Let
pc0 be a path constraint. LetΓ ⊢ C0, and〈C0, ∆0, Σ0, pc0〉 →k

〈Ck, ∆k, Σk, pck〉 · Φ. Then

1. If there exists an input assignment~α such that~α(pck ∧¬φ) →
true with Σ0 ◦ ~α → ∆′

0 for someφ ∈ Φ, then〈C0, ∆
′
0〉 →i

〈Ci, ∆
′
i〉 and Ci contains a failed cast under∆′

i for some
0 ≤ i < k.

2. If there exists an input~α such that~α(pc0) → true and
Σ0 ◦ ~α → ∆′

0 with 〈C0, ∆
′
0〉 →

k 〈Ck, ∆′
k〉 whereCk contains

a failed cast under∆′
k, then~α(pck ∧ ¬φ) → true for some

φ ∈ Φ.

4.4 Examples

Division by Zero. As an example, we show an active checker
for division by zero errors. First, we define the refinement type
notzero as the set of valuesx of type Int such thatx 6= 0.
Then, we can define the type of the division operatordiv as taking
an Int and anotzero argument. Finally, we need a semantic
implementation function for division, which here is the standard
division function for integers. These are shown in Figure 7.

Now, in Figure 8 we show an example of active checking a small
program for division by zero errors. On the left, we see the original
program before type-checking and compilation. Now we wish to
perform static type checking and typecast insertion. Becausediv
is an operator, at line 4, by the type rule T-OP, we must show
that the type ofx1 is a subtype ofnotzero to prove that the
program is well-typed. Therefore, during compilation, we either
statically prove this is the case, have our algorithmic implication
judgment time out, or else statically reject this program as ill-typed.
For the purpose of this example, we assume that the algorithmic
implication judgment times out, and so we add a cast to the type
〈notzero〉. The middle column shows the resulting code after cast
insertion. Finally, suppose the code is run on the concrete input
α = 2. The column on the right showspc and Φ after each
command is evaluated. After the first run, we then extractα 6= 0
from Φ and query(α > −5) ∧ ¬(α 6= 0) to a constraint solver to
actively check for an input that causes division by zero.
Integer overflow/underflow. Integer overflow and underflow and
related machine arithmetic errors are a frequent cause of security-
critical bugs; the May 2007 MITRE survey of security bugs re-
ported notes that integer overflows were the second most common
bug in operating system vendor advisories [9]. Brumley et al. de-
scribe a system of dynamic checks called RICH that catches ma-
chine arithmetic errors at run-time [5]. The basic idea is to define
upper and lower bounds for signed and unsigned integer types, then
insert a check whenever a potentiallyunsafe assignmentis carried
out.

We can capture these checks with the refinement types in Fig-
ure 9. Given a type environmentΓint with these types, compilation



1. (∅)x2 := 〈int〉52 (∅)x2 := 〈int〉52 pc = true, Φ = ∅
2. (∅) if (x1 > −5) (∅)if (x1 > −5) pc = α > −5, Φ = ∅
3. then (∅)x3 := 〈int〉div(x2, x1) then ((x1, notzero))x3 := 〈int〉div(x2, x1) pc = α > −5, Φ = {α 6= 0}

Figure 8. A program fragment with an active checker for division by zero andΣ(x1) = α. The left column shows the original. The middle
column shows the program after compilation. The right column shows the path conditionpc and the setΦ for α = 2.

int = {x : Int|true}
uint64 t = {x : Int|0 ≤ x < 264}
int64 t = {x : Int| − 263 ≤ x < 263}
uint32 t = {x : Int|0 ≤ x < 232}
int32 t = {x : Int| − 231 ≤ x < 231}
uint16 t = {x : Int|0 ≤ x < 216}
int16 t = {x : Int| − 215 ≤ x < 215}
uint8 t = {x : Int|0 ≤ x < 28}
int8 t = {x : Int| − 27 ≤ x < 27}

Figure 9. Types for an integer overflow/underflow checker.

will automatically insert casts for assignments between variables
of different types. For example, suppose that a variablex has type
uint8 t . Then an assignment of an expressione to x may insert
a cast〈uint8 t 〉 if the algorithmic implication judgment cannot
decide statically whether the value ofe falls within the bounds of
uint8 t or not. At run-time, the cast〈uint8 t 〉e checks that the
concrete value of the expressione is between0 and28, just as in
the RICH system. If the run-time check succeeds, then we symbol-
ically evaluatee to obtain a symbolic expressionsve, then add the
expression(0 ≤ sve < 28) to the set of checkersch. We can then
querypc ∧ ¬(0 ≤ sve < 28) to a constraint solver and solve for
an input that violates the type bounds.

4.5 Combining Checkers

Finally, we turn our attention to the question ofcombiningcheck-
ers for different integer refinement properties. We begin with the
definition of what it means for one environment to be arestriction
of another.

Definition 3. (Environment restriction.) We say thatΓ <: Γ′ if the
following two conditions hold :

1. If Γ ⊢ xi : Si, andΓ′ ⊢ xi : S′
i for somexi, thenSi <: S′

i

2. If Γ ⊢ op(T1 . . . Tn) : T andΓ′ ⊢ op(T ′
1 . . . T ′

n) : T for some
operatorop, thenTi <: T ′

i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

We would like to ensure that a restricted environment gives us more
checking. In particular, if we use two environmentsΓ andΓ′ where
Γ <: Γ′ to insert casts into the same program, we would like
to ensure thatΓ does not “disable” the casts inserted byΓ′. The
following lemma states this formally.

Lemma 1. (Monotonicity.) IfΓ <: Γ′, then the following proper-
ties hold:

1. If Γ ⊢ C and∆ ∈ Γ, thenΓ′ ⊢ C and∆ ∈ Γ′.
2. LetΓ ⊢ C0 ⇒ C′

0 andΓ′ ⊢ C0 ⇒ C′′
0 . Let∆0 be a concrete

store such that∆0 ∈ Γ. Then if 〈C′
0, ∆0〉 →k 〈C′

k, ∆k〉,
and C′

k contains a failed cast under∆k, then〈C′′
0 , ∆0〉 →i

〈C′′
i , ∆i〉 and C′′

i contains a failed cast under∆i, for some
0 ≤ i ≤ k.

Suppose we want to check both integer overflow and division by
zero simultaneously, and we have existing type environmentsΓint

andΓdiv that check each property individually. By this we mean
that we want to construct a new type environmentΓ such that if
a program compiled withΓint fails on some input, then the same

program compiled withΓ fails on that input, and similarly forΓdiv.
The following lemma says that the intersectionΓ = Γint ∩ Γdiv is
a restriction of bothΓint andΓdiv.

Lemma 2. (Intersection is restriction.) LetΓ = Γ1 ∩ Γ2. Then
Γ <: Γ1 andΓ <: Γ2.

Together with the monotonicity property, this gives us our desired
result. Specifically, to check both properties, we simply compile
with the intersection environment, giving us the following theorem:

Theorem 9. (Combination.) LetΓa andΓb be type environments,
and letΓ = Γa ∩ Γb. LetC be a program and letΓa ⊢ C ⇒ Ca,
and Γb ⊢ C ⇒ Cb, and Γ ⊢ C ⇒ C′

0. Let ∆0 be a concrete
store such that∆0 ∈ Γ. If 〈C0, ∆0〉 →k 〈Ck, ∆k〉 and Ck

contains a failed cast under∆k, whereC0 is eitherCa or Cb, then
〈C′

0, ∆0〉 →i 〈C′
i, ∆i〉, andC′

i contains a failed cast under∆i,
for 0 ≤ i ≤ k.

5. Optimizations
Active checkers can be viewed as injecting additional constraints in
path constraints in order to refine the partitioning on input values.
In practice, active checkers may injectmanysuch constraints all
over program executions, making path explosion even worse than
with path exploration alone. In this section, we discuss several op-
timizations necessary to make active checking tractable in practice.

5.1 Minimizing Calls to the Constraint Solver

As discussed in Section 3, (negations of) constraints injected by
various active checkers in a same path constraint can be solved
independently one-by-one since they have no side effects. We call
this anaive combinationof checker constraints.

However, the number of calls to the constraint solver can be
reduced by bundling together constraints injected at the same or
equivalent program states into a single conjunction. Ifpc denotes
the path constraint for a given program state, andφC1, . . . , φCn

are a set of constraints injected in that state by each of the active
checkers, we can define the combination of these active checkers
by injecting the formulaφC = φC1 ∧ · · · ∧ φCn in the path
constraint, which will result in the single querypc∧ (¬φC1 ∨ · · ·∨
¬φCn) to the constraint solver. We can also bundle in the same
conjunction constraintsφCi injected by active checkers at different
program states anywhere in between two conditional statements,
i.e., anywhere between two constraints in the path constraint (since
those program states are indistinguishable by that path constraint).
This combination reduces the number of calls to the constraint
solver but, if the querypc ∧ (¬φC1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬φCn) is satisfied,
a satisfying assignment produced by the constraint solver may not
satisfyall the disjuncts, i.e., may violate onlysomeof the properties
being checked. Hence, we call this aweakly-sound combination.

A strongly-sound, or soundfor short, combination can be ob-
tained by making additional calls to the constraint solver using the
simple function shown in Figure 10. By calling

CombineActiveCheckers(∅, pc, φC1, . . . , φCn)

the function returns a setI of input values that coversall the
disjuncts that are satisfiable in the formulapc ∧ (¬φC1 ∨ · · · ∨
¬φCn). The function first queries the solver with the disjunction of



ProcedureCombineActiveCheckers(I, pc, φC1, . . . , φCn):
1. Letx = Solve(pc ∧ (¬φC1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬φCn))
2. If x = UNSAT returnI
3. For alli in [1, n], eliminateφCi if x satisfies¬φCi

4. LetφC1, . . . , φCm denote the remainingφCi (m < n)
5. If m = 0, returnI ∪ {x}
6. CallCombineActiveCheckers(I ∪ {x}, pc, φC1, . . . , φCm)

Figure 10. Function to compute a strongly-sound combination of
active checkers.

all the checker constraints (line 1). If the solver returnsUNSAT, we
know that all these constraints are unsatisfiable (line 2). Otherwise,
we check the solutionx returned by the constraint solver against
each checker constraint to determine which are satisfied by solution
x (line 3). (This is a model-checking check, not a satisfiability
check; in practice, this can be implemented by calling the constraint
solver with the formula

V

i
(bi ⇔ ¬φCi) ∧ pc ∧ (

W

i
bi) wherebi

is a fresh boolean variable which evaluates totrue iff ¬φCi is
satisfied by a satisfying assignmentx returned by the constraint
solver; determining which checker constraints are satisfied byx
can then be done by looking up the values of the corresponding
bits bi in solutionx.) Then, we remove these checker constraints
from the disjunction (line 4), and query the solver again until all
checker constraints that can be satisfied have been satisfied by
some input value inI. If t out of then checkers can be satisfied
in conjunction with the path constraintpc, this function requires
at mostmin(t + 1, n) calls to the constraint solver, because each
call removes at least one checker from consideration. Obtaining
strong soundness with fewer thant calls to the constraint solver
is not possible in the worse case. Note that the naive combination
defined above is strongly-sound, but always requiresn calls to the
constraint solver.

It is worth emphasizing that none of these combination strate-
gies attempt to minimize the number of input values (solutions)
needed to cover all the satisfiable disjuncts. This could be done
by querying first the constraint solver with theconjunctionof all
checker constraints to check whether any solution satisfies all these
constraints simultaneously, i.e., to check whether their intersection
is non-empty. Otherwise, one could then iteratively query the solver
with smaller and smaller conjunctions to force the solver to re-
turn a minimum set of satisfying assignments that cover all the
checker constraints. Unfortunately, this procedure may require in
the worse caseO(2n) calls to the constraint solver. (The problem
can be shown to be NP-complete by a reduction from the NP-hard
SET-COVER problem.)

Weakly and strongly sound combinations capture possible over-
laps, inconsistencies or redundancies between active checkers at
equivalent program states, but is independent of how each checker
is specified: it can be applied to any active checker that injects a
formula at a given program state. Also, the above definition is inde-
pendent of the specific reasoning capability of the constraint solver.
In particular, the constraint solver may or may not be able to reason
precisely about combined theories (abstract domains and decision
procedures) obtained by combining individual constraints injected
by different active checkers. Any level of precision is acceptable
with our framework and is an orthogonal issue (e.g., see [16]).

5.2 Minimizing Formulas

Minimizing the number of calls to the constraint solver should
not be done at the expense of using longer formulas. Fortunately,
the above strategies for combining constraints injected by active
checkers also reduce formula sizes.

1 #define k 100 // constant
2 void Q(int *x, int a[k]){ // inputs
3 int tmp1,tmp2,i;
4 if (x == NULL) return;
5 for (i=0; i<=k;i++) {
6 if (a[i]>0) tmp1 = tmp2+*x;
7 else tmp2 = tmp1+*x;
8 }
9 return;
10}

Figure 11. A program withO(2k) possible execution paths. A
naive application of a NULL dereference active checker results
in O(k · 2k) additional calls to the constraint solver, while local
constraint caching eliminates the need for any additional calls to
the constraint solver.

For instance, consider a path constraintpc and a set ofn con-
straintsφC1 . . . φCn to be injected at the end ofpc. The naive com-
bination makesn calls to the constraint solver, each with a formula
of length |pc| + |φCi|, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In contrast, the weak
combination makes only a single call to the constraint solver with a
formula of size|pc|+Σ1≤i≤n|φCi|, i.e., a formula (typically much)
smaller than the sum of the formula sizes with the naive combina-
tion. The strong combination makes, in the worse case,n calls to
the constraint solver with formulas of size|pc| + Σ1≤i≤j |φCi| for
all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, i.e., possibly bigger formulas than the naive com-
bination. But often, the strong combination makes fewer calls than
the naive combination, and matches the weak combination in the
best case (when none of the disjuncts¬φCi are satisfiable).

In practice, path constraintspc tend to be long, much longer
than injected constraintsφCi. A simple optimization (implemented
in [14, 7, 31, 15]) consists of eliminating the constraints inpc which
do not share symbolic variables (including by transitivity) with
the negated constraintc to be satisfied. satisfied. Thisunrelated
constraint eliminationcan be done syntactically by constructing an
undirected graphG with one node per constraint inpc ∪ {c} and
one node per symbolic (input) variable such that there is an edge
between a constraint and a variable iff the variable appears in the
constraint. Then, starting from the node corresponding to constraint
c, one performs a (linear-time) traversal of the graph to determine
with constraintsc′ in pc are reachable fromc in G. At the end of
the traversal, only the constraintsc′ that have been visited are kept
in the conjunction sent to the constraint solver, while the others are
eliminated.

With unrelated constraint elimination and the naive checker
combination, the size of the reduced path constraintpci may vary
when computed starting from each of then constraintsφCi injected
by the active checkers. In this case,n calls to the constraint solver
are made with the formulaspci ∧ ¬φCi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In
contrast, the weak combination makes a single call to the constraint
solver with the formulapc′ ∧ (∨i¬φCi) wherepc′ denotes the
reduced path constraint computed when starting with the constraint
∨i¬φCi. It is easy to see that|pc′| ≤ Σi|pci|, and therefore that the
formula used with the weak combination is again smaller than the
sum of the formula sizes used with the naive combination. Loosely
speaking, the strong combination includes again both the naive and
weak combinations as two possible extremes.

5.3 Caching Strategies

No matter what strategy is used for combining checkers at a sin-
gle program point, constraintcachingcan significantly reduce the
overhead of using active checkers.



To illustrate the benefits of constraint caching, consider a NULL
dereference active checker (see Section 3) and the program Q in
Figure 11. Program Q has2k + 1 executions, where2k of those
dereference the input pointerx k times each. A naive approach to
dynamic test generation with a NULL dereference active checker
would injectk constraints of the formx 6= NULL at each derefer-
ence of*x during every such execution ofQ, which would result in
a total ofk · 2k additional calls to the constraint solver (i.e.,k calls
for each of those executions).

To limit this expensive number of calls to the constraint solver, a
first optimization consists oflocally cachingconstraints in the cur-
rent path constraint in such a way that syntactically identical con-
straints are never injected more than once in any path constraint.
(Remember path constraints are simply conjunctions.) This opti-
mization is applicable to any path constraint, with or without active
checkers. The correctness of this optimization is based on the fol-
lowing observation: if a constraintc is added to a path constraintpc,
then for any longerpc′ extendingpc, we havepc′ ⇒ pc (where⇒
denotes logical implication) andpc′ ∧ ¬c will always be unsatisfi-
able becausec is in pc′. In other words, adding the same constraint
multiple times in a path constraint is pointless since only the nega-
tion of its first occurrence has a chance to be satisfiable.

Constraints generated by active checkers can be dealt with by
injecting those in the path constraint like regular constraints. In-
deed, for any constraintc injected by an active checker either at the
end of a path constraintpc or at the end of a longer path constraint
pc′ (i.e., such thatpc′ ⇒ pc), we have the following:

• if pc ∧ ¬c is unsatisfiable, thenpc′ ∧ ¬c is unsatisfiable;
• conversely, ifpc′ ∧ ¬c is satisfiable, thenpc ∧ ¬c is satisfiable

(and has the same solution).

Therefore, we can check¬c as early as possible, i.e., in conjunction
with the shorterpc, by inserting the first occurrence ofc in the path
constraint. If an active checker injects the same constraint later in
the path constraint, local caching will simply remove this second
redundant occurrence.

By injecting constraints generated by active checkers into regu-
lar path constraints and by using local caching, a given constraintc,
like x 6= NULL in our previous example, will appear at most once
in each path constraint, and a single call to the constraint solver will
be made to check its satisfiability for each path, instead ofk calls as
with the naive approach without local caching. Moreover, because
the constraintx 6= NULL already appears in the path constraint due
to theif statement on line 4 before any pointer dereference*x on
lines 6 or 7, it will never be added again to the path constraint with
local caching, and no additional calls will be made to the constraint
solver due to the NULL pointer dereference active checker for this
example.

Another optimization consists of caching constraintsglob-
ally [7]: whenever the constraint solver is called with a query,
this query and its result are kept in a (hash) table shared between
execution paths during a directed search. In Section 7, the effect of
both local and global caching is measured empirically.

6. Active Checkers in SAGE
We implemented active checkers as part of a dynamic test gen-
eration tool called SAGE (Scalable, Automated, Guided Execu-
tion) [15]. SAGE uses theiDNA tool [4] to trace executions of
Windows programs, then virtually re-executes these traces with the
TruScan trace replay framework [28]. During re-execution, SAGE
checks for file read operations and marks the resulting bytes as
symbolic. As re-execution progresses, SAGE generates symbolic
constraints for the path constraint. After re-execution completes,
SAGE uses the constraint solverDisolver [19] to generate new

Number Checker Number Checker
0 Path Exploration 7 Integer Underflow
1 DivByZero 8 Integer Overflow
2 NULL Deref 9 MOVSX Underflow
3 SAL NotNull 10 MOVSX Overflow
4 Array Underflow 11 Stack Smash
5 Array Overflow 12 AllocArg Underflow
6 REP Range 13 AllocArg Overflow

Figure 12. Active checkers implemented in SAGE.

input values that will drive the program down new paths. SAGE
then completes this cycle by testing and tracing the program on the
newly generated inputs. The new execution traces obtained from
those new inputs are sorted by the number of new code block they
discover, and the highest ranked trace is expanded next to generate
new test inputs and repeat the cycle [15]. Note that SAGE does not
perform any static analysis.

The experiments reported in the next section were performed
with 13 active checkers, shown in Figure 12 with an identifying
number. Zero denotes a regular constraint in a path constraint.
Number 1 refers to a division-by-zero checker, 2 denotes a NULL
pointer dereference checker, and 4 and 5 denote array underflow
and overflow checkers (see Section 3). Number 3 refers to an active
checker that looks for function arguments that have been annotated
with the notnull attribute in the SAL property language [17],
and attempts to force those to be NULL. Checker type 6 looks for
the x86REP MOVS instruction, which copies a range of bytes to a
different range of bytes, and attempts to force a condition where the
ranges overlap, causing unpredictable behavior. Checkers 6 and 7
are for integer underflows and overflows (see Section 4). Checkers
type 8 and 9 target theMOVSX instruction, which sign-extends its
argument and may lead to loading a very large value if the argument
is negative. The “stack smash” checker, type 11, attempts to solve
for an input that directly overwrites the stack return pointer, given
a pointer dereference that depends on a symbolic input. Finally,
checkers type 12 and 13 look for heap allocation functions with
symbolic arguments; if found, they attempt to cause overflow or
underflow of these arguments.

An active checker in SAGE first registers aTruScan callback
for specific events that occur during re-execution. For example, an
active checker can register a callback that fires each time a symbolic
input is used as an address for a memory operation. The callback
then inspects the concrete and symbolic state of the re-execution
and decides whether or not to emit an active checker constraint.
If the callback does emit such a constraint, SAGE stores it in the
current path constraint.

SAGE implements agenerational search[15]: given a path con-
straint, all the constraints in that path are systematically negated
one-by-one, placed in a conjunction with the prefix of the path con-
straint leading it, and attempted to be solved with the constraint
solver. Constraints injected by active checkers are inserted in the
path constraint and treated as regular constraints during a genera-
tional search.

Because we work with x86 machine-code traces, some infor-
mation we would like to use as part of our active checkers is not
immediately available. For example, when SAGE observes aload
instruction with a symbolic offset during re-execution, it is not clear
what the bound should be for the offset. We work around these
limitations by leveraging theTruScan infrastructure. During re-
execution,TruScan observes calls to known allocator functions.
By parsing the arguments to these calls and their return values, as
well as detecting the current stack frame,TruScan builds a map
from each concrete memory address to the bounds of the contain-
ing memory object. We use the bounds associated with the memory



Media 1 none weak strong naive
Total Time (s) 16 37 42 37
Solver Time (s) 5 5 10 5
# Tests Gen 59 70 87 105
# Disjunctions N/A 11 11 N/A
Dis. Min/Mean/Max N/A 2/4.2/16 2/4.2/16 N/A
# Path Constr. 67 67 67 67
# Checker Constr. N/A 46 46 46
# Solver Calls 67 78 96 113
Max CtrList Size 77 141 141 141
Mean CtrList Size 2.7 2.7 2.7 3
Local Cache Hit 79% 81% 88% 88%
Media 2 none weak strong naive
Total Time (s) 761 973 1140 1226
Solver Time (s) 421 463 601 504
# Tests Gen 1117 1833 2734 5122
# Disjunctions N/A 1125 1125 N/A
Dis. Min/Mean/Max N/A 1/5.4/216 1/5.4/216 N/A
# Path Constr. 3001 2990 2990 2990
# Checker Constr. N/A 6080 6080 6080
# Solver Calls 3001 4115 5368 9070
Max CtrList Size 11141 91739 91739 91739
Mean CtrList Size 368 373 373 372
Local Cache Hit 39% 19.5% 19.5% 19.5%

Figure 14. Microbenchmark statistics.

object pointed to by the concrete value of the address as the upper
and lower bound for an active bounds check of the memory access.

7. Evaluation
We report results of experiments obtained with our extension of
SAGE with active checkers and two media-parsing applications
widely used on Windows. Figure 13 shows the result of a single
symbolic execution and test generation task for each of these two
test programs. The second column indicates which checkers in-
jected constraints during that program execution. The last column
gives the number of symbolic input bytes read during that single
execution, which is 100 to 1,000 times larger than previously re-
ported with dynamic test generation [14, 7, 31]. In the technical
report [15], we reported various experiments with SAGE and the
same test programs among others, but without any active checkers.

For each application, we ran microbenchmarks to quantify the
marginal cost of active checking during a single symbolic execution
task and measure the effectiveness of our optimizations. We then
performed long-running SAGE searches with active checkers to
investigate their effectiveness at finding bugs. These searches were
performed on a32-bit Windows Vista machine with two dual-core
AMD Opteron 270 processors running at2 GHz, with 4 GB of
RAM and a230 GB hard drive; all four cores were used in each
search. We now describe observations from these experiments. We
stress that these observations are from a limited sample size and
should be taken with caution.

7.1 Microbenchmarks

Figure 14 presents statistics for our two test programs obtained with
a single symbolic execution and test generation task with no active
checkers, or the weak, strong and naive combinations of active
checkers discussed in Section 5. For each run, we report the total
run time (in seconds), the time spent in the constraint solver (in
seconds), the number of test generated, the number of disjunctions
bundling together checker constraints (if applicable) before calling
the constraint solver, the minimum, mean and maximum number

of constraints in disjunctions (if applicable1), the total number of
constraints in the path constraint, the total number of constraints
injected by checkers, the number of calls made to the constraint
solver, statistics about the size needed to represent all path and
checker constraints (discussed further below) and the local cache
hit. Each call to the constraint solver was set with a timeout value
of 5 seconds.
Checkers produce more test cases than path exploration at
a reasonable cost.As expected, using checkers increases total
run time but also generates more tests. For example, all checkers
with naive combination for Media 2 creates5122 test cases in
1226 seconds, compared to1117 test cases in761 seconds for
the case of no active checkers; this gives us4.5 times as many
test cases for61% more time spent in this case. As expected (see
Section 5), the naive combination generates more tests than the
strong combination, which itself generates more tests than the weak
combination. Perhaps surprisingly, most of the extra time is spent
in symbolic execution, not in solving constraints. This may explain
why the differences in runtime between the naive, strong and weak
cases are relatively not that significant. Out of curiosity, we also ran
experiments (not shown here) with a “basic” set of checkers that
consisted only of Array Bounds and DivByZero active checkers;
this produced fewer test cases, but had little to no runtime penalty
for test generation for both test programs.
Weak combination has the lowest overhead.We observed that
the solver time for weak combination of disjunctions was the lowest
for Media 2 runs with active checkers and tied for lowest with the
naive combination for Media 1. The strong disjunction generates
more test cases, but surprisingly takes longer than the naive combi-
nation in both cases. For Media 1, this is due to the strong combi-
nation hitting one more 5-second timeout constraints than the naive
combination. For Media 2, we believe this is due to the overhead
involved in constructing repeated disjunction queries. Because dis-
junctions in both cases have fairly few disjuncts on average (4 or 5),
this overhead dominates for the strong combination, while the weak
one is still able to make progress by handling the entire disjunction
in one query.
Unrelated constraint elimination is important for checkers.Our
implementation of the unrelated constraint optimization described
in Section 5.2 introduces additionalcommon subexpression vari-
ables. Each of these variable defines a subexpression that appears
in more than one constraint. In the worst case, the maximum pos-
sible size of a list of constraints passed to our constraint solver is
the sum of the number of these variables, plus the size of the path
constraint, plus the number of checker constraints injected. We col-
lected the maximum possible constraint list size (Max CtrList Size)
and the mean size of constraint lists produced after our unrelated
constraint optimization (Mean CtrList Size). The maximum possi-
ble size does not depend on our choice of weak, strong, or naive
combination, but the mean list size is slightly affected. We observe
in the Media 2 microbenchmarks that the maximum possible size
jumps dramatically with the addition of checkers, but that the mean
size stays almost the same. Furthermore, even in the case without
checkers, the mean list size is100 times smaller than the maxi-
mum. The Media 1 case was less dramatic, but still showed post-
optimization constraint lists an order of magnitude smaller than the
maximum. This shows that unrelated constraint optimization is key
to efficiently implement active checkers.

1 In the strong case, the mean number does not include disjunctions iter-
atively produced by the algorithm of Figure 10, which explains why the
mean is the same as in the weak case.



Test Checkers Injected Time (secs) pc size # checker constraints # Tests # Instr. Symbolic Input Size
Media 1 0,2,4,5,7,8 37 67 46 105 3795771 65536
Media 2 0,1,2,4,5,7,8,9,10,11 1226 2990 6080 5122 279478553 27335

Figure 13. Statistics from asinglesymbolic execution and test generation task with a naive combination of all 13 checkers. We report
the checker types that injected constraints, the total time for symbolic execution test generation, the number of constraints in the total path
constraint, the total number of injected checker constraints, the number of tests generated, the number of instructions executed after the first
file read, and the number of symbolic input bytes.

Crash Bucket Kind 0 2 4 5 7 8
1867196225 NULL No/W/S W/S W/S
1867196225 ReadAV No/W W W
1277839407 ReadAV S
1061959981 ReadAV S S S
1392730167 ReadAV S
1212954973 ReadAV S S S
1246509355 ReadAV S W/S W/S
1527393075 ReadAV S
1011628381 ReadAV S W/S
2031962117 ReadAV No/W/S
286861377 ReadAV No/S
842674295 WriteAV S S S S

Figure 15. Crash buckets found for Media 1 by 10-hours SAGE
searches with “No” active checkers, with a “W”eak and “S”trong
combinations of active checkers. A total of41658 tests were gen-
erated and tested in30 hours, with783 crashing files in12 buckets.

Crash Bucket Kind 0
790577684 ReadAV No/W/S
825233195 ReadAV No/W/S
795945252 ReadAV No/W/S
1060863579 ReadAV No/W

Figure 16. Crash buckets found for Media 2 by 10-hours SAGE
searches with “No” active checkers, with a “W”eak and “S”trong
combinations of active checkers. A total of11849 tests were gen-
erated and tested in30 hours, with25 crashing files in4 buckets.

7.2 Macrobenchmarks

For macrobenchmarks, we ran SAGE search for 10 hours starting
from the same initial media file, and generated test cases with
no checkers, and with the weak and strong combination of all 13
checkers. We then tested each test case by running the program
with AppVerifier [8], configured to check for heap errors. For
each crashing test case, we recorded the checker kinds responsible
for the constraints that generated the test. Since a SAGE search
can generate many different test cases that exhibit the same bug,
we “bucket” crashing files by thestack hashof the crash, which
includes the address of the faulting instruction. We also report a
bucket kind, which is either a NULL pointer dereference, a read
access violation (ReadAV), or a write access violation (WriteAV). It
is possible for the same bug to be reachable by program paths with
different stack hashes for the same root cause. Our experiments
always report the distinct stack hashes. We also computed the hit
rate for global caching during each SAGE search.
Checkers can find bugs missed by path exploration.Figure 15
shows the crash buckets found for Media 2 by 10-hours SAGE
searches with “No” active checkers, with a “W”eak and “S”trong
combinations of active checkers. For instance, an “S” in a column
means that at least one crash in the bucket was found by the search
with strong combination. The type of checkers whose constraint
found the crash bucket is also indicated in the figure. For Media 1,

Media 1 0 2 4 5 7 8
Injected 27612 26 13 13 11153 11153
Solved 18056 22 2 3 3179 5552
Crashes 339 22 2 3 139 136
Yield 1.9% 100% 100% 100% 4.4% 2.4%
Media 2 0 1 2 4 5
Injected 13425 12 2146 1544 1551
Solved 4735 0 61 10 20
Crashes 7 0 0 0 0
Yield 1.4% N/A 0% 0% 0%

7 8 9 10 11
Injected 11158 11177 5 5 10
Solved 576 2355 0 5 0
Crashes 0 0 0 0 0
Yield 0% 0% N/A 0% N/A

Figure 17. Constraints injected by checker types, solved, crashes,
and yield for Media 1 and Media 2, over both weak and strong
combination 10-hours searches.

the Null Deref (type 2) active checker found 2 crash buckets, the
Array Underflow and Overflow (types 4 and 5) active checkers
found 3 crash buckets, while the Integer Underflow and Overflow
(types 7 and 8) active checkers found 7 crash buckets. Without any
active checkers, SAGE is able to find only 4 crash buckets in 10
hours of search, and misses the serious WriteAV bug detected by
the strong combination only. For Media 2, in contrast, the test cases
generated by active checkers did not find any new crash buckets, as
shown in Figure 16.
Checker yield can vary widely. Figure 17 reports the overall
number of injected constraints of each type during all 10-hours
searches, and how many of those were successfully solved to create
new test cases. It also reports the checkeryield, or percentage of test
cases that led to crashes. For Media 1, active checkers have a higher
yield than test cases generated by path exploration (type 0). For
Media 2, several checkers did inject constraints that were solvable,
but their yield is0% as they did not find any new bugs. The yield
indicates how precise symbolic execution is. For Media 1, symbolic
execution is very precise as every checker constraint violation for
checker types 2, 4 and 5 actually leads to a crash (as is the case
with a fully sound and complete constraint generation and solving
as shown in Section 3); even if symbolic execution is perfect, the
yield for the integer under/overflow active checkers may be less
than 100% because not every integer under/overflow leads to a
crash. In contrast, the symbolic execution for Media 2 seems poor.
Local and global caching are effective.Local caching can remove
a significant number of constraints during symbolic execution. For
Media 1, we observed a80% or more local cache hit rate (see
Figure 14). For Media 2, the hit rates were less impressive but still
removed roughly20% of the constraints.

Our current SAGE implementation does not have a global cache
for query results (see Section 5). To measure the impact of global
caching on our macrobenchmark runs, we added code that dumps
to disk the SHA-1 hash of each query to the constraint solver, and
then computes the global cache hit rate. For Media 1, all searches



showed roughly a93% hit rate, while for Media 2 we observed
27%. This shows that there are significant redundancies in queries
made by different test generation tasks during the same SAGE
search.

7.3 Additional Experiences

We have also performed exploratory SAGE searches on several
other applications, including two shipped as part of Office 2007
and two media parsing layers. In one of the Office applications and
media layer, the division by zero checker and the integer overflow
checker each created test cases leading to previously-unknown
division by zero errors. In the other cases, we also discovered new
bugs in test cases created by checkers, but needed to use an internal
tool for runtime passive checking of memory safety violations that
is more precise than AppVerifier.

8. Conclusion
The more one checks for property violations, the more one should
find software errors. In this paper, we have defined and studied ac-
tive property checking, a new form of dynamic property check-
ing based on dynamic symbolic execution, constraint solving and
test generation. We showed how active type checking extends tradi-
tional static and dynamic type checking. We presented several op-
timizations to implement active property checkers efficiently, and
discussed results of experiments with several large shipped Win-
dows applications. Active property checking was able to detect sev-
eral new bugs in those applications.
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